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Summary

The Fort Knox Mine, a large gold mine in Interior Alaska, produces around 370,000 ounces of gold per year.
This mine is a significant producer of mining waste in Alaska, but has had fewer environmental problems than
many other large mines in the state.

Mine information

Fort Knox is a conventional open pit gold mine owned by the Canadian-based Kinross Gold
Corporation through their Fairbanks Gold Mining Inc. subsidiary, and located about 25 miles northeast of
Fairbanks. It is the second-largest gold mine in Alaska, just behind Pogo Mine. The mining facility is capable
of processing up to 45,000 tons of ore per day. For several years, the mill at Fort Knox also processed ore
from the now-defunct True North Mine , about 11 miles away. The mine draws an average of 35 MW of
power from the electrical grid in Fairbanks, and has backup diesel generators, using a total of 10.5 million
gallons of fuel per year . The mine processes ore into dore bars which are then trucked off-site for
further refining.
The mine originally used methods that focused on higher grades of ore, but in 2008 constructed a cyanide
heap leach facility to process much lower-grade ores and mineralized waste. This expansion has raised
gold production levels, and delayed the closure of the mine from 2012 to an estimated 2017 with heapleaching to continue through 2021.
Environmental Concerns

Unlike a number of mines in Alaska, Fort Knox has not had any serious environmental problems during
operation. A 2004 environmental audit by an independent contractor found that Fort Knox was in
compliance with the vast majority of environmental regulations and restrictions relevant to the mine.
However, according to the EPA’s "Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) ", Fort Knox Mine is the third-largest
producer of mining-related toxic waste in Alaska (behind Red Dog Mine and Greens Creek Mine).
The mine uses toxic cyanide for purification of the gold, and in May 2010, had a spill releasing 300,000
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gallons of cyanide-containing water, although the environmental impact in this case was minimal. A similar,
Acid Mine Drainage
45,000 gallon, spill in August 2012 also appears to have had minimal impact.
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Tailings Dam at Fort Knox gold mine
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Acid mine drainage was not predicted
to be a problem at Fort Knox Mine due to
the high neutralization potential of
the surrounding rock, and has not been
detected to date. However, it should be
noted that in many cases acid generation
can take years to develop, and in the
event of acid generation at Fort Knox
Mine, the reclamation bond posted by the
mine would be seriously inadequate
for continued water purification and
monitoring.
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...Acid mine drainage is a
major problem with many
hardrock mines, including
almost all mines where the
metal ore is bound up with
sulfur (metal sulfide
mines)...
...In particular, 90% of the
studied mines that
originally predicted "low
acid mine" drainage
potential had acid mine
drainage problems at the
time of the study...
...an additional problem can
also be created when the
acid reacts with rock that
neutralizes it...
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